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What does it signify when a Shakespearean character forgets something or when Hamlet determines to 'wipe away all trivial fond records'?
How might forgetting be an act to be performed, or be linked to forgiveness, such as when in The Winter's Tale Cleomenes encourages
Leontes to 'forget your evil. / With them, forgive yourself'? And what do we as readers and audiences forget of Shakespeare's works and of
the performances we watch? This is the first book devoted to a broad consideration of how Shakespeare explores the concept of forgetting
and how forgetting functions in performance. A wide-ranging study of how Shakespeare dramatizes forgetting, it offers close readings of
Shakespeare's plays, considering what Shakespeare forgot and what we forget about Shakespeare. The book touches on an equally broad
range of forgetting theory from antiquity through to the present day, of forgetting in recent novels and films, and of creative ways of making
sense of how our world constructs the cultural meaning of and anxiety about forgetting. Drawing on dozens of productions across the history
of Shakespeare on stage and film, the book explores Shakespeare's dramaturgy, from characters who forget what they were about to say, to
characters who leave the stage never to return, from real forgetting to performed forgetting, from the mad to the powerful, from playgoers to
Shakespeare himself.
Les Devanciers d’Aquila by Dominique Barthélemy (1963) is an epoch-making work on the textual history of the Septuagint. On the basis of
his analysis of the Nahal Hever Minor Prophets Scroll, Barthélemy developed his theory of an early Hebraizing revision (so-called kaige
revision), designed to bring the traditional text of the Septuagint closer to the Hebrew text, and recognized examples of it in the B-text of
books such as Joshua, Judges, and Samuel-Kings. The work of these early Hebraizing revisers resembled the later very literal translation by
Aquila; hence the name of the book, “the predecessors of Aquila”. Textual scholars of today continue in the footsteps of Barthélemy and
work on the same questions that were raised in Devanciers: How extensive was the influence of the kaige revision and how can it be
recognized? What is the nature of the Lucianic text: when does it represent the Old Greek and when does it give a stylistically revised text?
What is the relationship between the kaige revision and Theodotion’s revision of the Septuagint?The present volume mainly consists of
papers presented at the 50th anniversary symposium of Les Devanciers d’Aquila that was held in connection with the SBL International
Meeting in St Andrews, Scotland, in 2013. The papers focus on history of research, case studies on the text of Samuel-Kings (1–4
Kingdoms), and studies on the text-historical position of specific witnesses.
William Burns is best known as ‘America’s Sherlock Holmes’ and was director of the FBI, shortly before J. Edgar Hoover. But before he
became director, Burns had a long, highly publicized career as a detective for the Secret Service, then led the famed Burns International
Detective Agency, which competed with his rival, the Pinkerton Detective Agency.
A disorder that is only just beginning to find a place in disability studies and activism, autism remains in large part a mystery, giving rise to
both fear and fascination. Sonya Freeman Loftis’s groundbreaking study examines literary representations of autism or autistic behavior to
discover what impact they have had on cultural stereotypes, autistic culture, and the identity politics of autism. Imagining Autism looks at
fictional characters (and an author or two) widely understood as autistic, ranging from Conan Doyle’s Sherlock Holmes and Harper Lee’s
Boo Radley to Mark Haddon’s boy detective Christopher Boone and Steig Larsson’s Lisbeth Salander. The silent figure trapped inside
himself, the savant made famous by his other-worldly intellect, the brilliant detective linked to the criminal mastermind by their common
neurology—these characters become protean symbols, stand-ins for the chaotic forces of inspiration, contagion, and disorder. They are also
part of the imagined lives of the autistic, argues Loftis, sometimes for good, sometimes threatening to undermine self-identity and the activism
of the autistic community.
A gripping historical true crime narrative that "reads like the best of Conan Doyle himself" (Karen Abbott, author of The Ghosts of Eden Park),
American Sherlock recounts the riveting true story of the birth of modern criminal investigation. Berkeley, California, 1933. In a lab filled with
curiosities--beakers, microscopes, Bunsen burners, and hundreds upon hundreds of books--sat an investigator who would go on to crack at
least two thousand cases in his forty-year career. Known as the "American Sherlock Holmes," Edward Oscar Heinrich was one of America's
greatest--and first--forensic scientists, with an uncanny knack for finding clues, establishing evidence, and deducing answers with a skill that
seemed almost supernatural. Heinrich was one of the nation's first expert witnesses, working in a time when the turmoil of Prohibition led to
sensationalized crime reporting and only a small, systematic study of evidence. However with his brilliance, and commanding presence in
both the courtroom and at crime scenes, Heinrich spearheaded the invention of a myriad of new forensic tools that police still use today,
including blood spatter analysis, ballistics, lie-detector tests, and the use of fingerprints as courtroom evidence. His work, though not without
its serious--some would say fatal--flaws, changed the course of American criminal investigation. Based on years of research and thousands
of never-before-published primary source materials, American Sherlock captures the life of the man who pioneered the science our legal
system now relies upon--as well as the limits of those techniques and the very human experts who wield them.
Historical Dictionary of Sherlock Holmes contains a variety of information about Arthur Conan Doyle’s Sherlock Holmes stories, as both
narratives and also cultural phenomena. The volume will help readers look deeper into those stories and the meanings of the various
reference points within them, as well as achieving a deeper understanding of the range of contexts of Holmes, Conan Doyle, and detective
fiction as a genre. This book examines the broad global Sherlock Holmes phenomenon related to the ways in which the stories have been
adapted into a range of other media, as well as the cultural status of Holmes all over the world. Historical Dictionary of Sherlock Holmes
contains a chronology, an introduction, and an extensive bibliography. The dictionary section has over 1,000 cross-referenced entries that
contain detailed examinations of the themes and features of the 60 stories that make up the Sherlock Holmes canon. This book is an
excellent resource for students, researchers, and anyone wanting to know more about Arthur Conan Doyle’s Sherlock Holmes stories.
Sherlock Holmes Handbook sums up a Canadian scholar’s lifetime expertise about Sherlock Holmes – the characters and themes, the
publishers and readers, Victorian London and the Houdini connection, radio actors and cartoonists, the fans who cling to Holmes’s reality
and the professors who tease out motifs from the fifty-six short stories and four novels. The first edition of Sherlock Holmes Handbook
appeared in 1993. This edition catches up on new films, new books (a few with a hint of the supernatural) and the advent of the Internet,
which has spread Holmes’s fame and Sherlockian fun even further worldwide. The intervening years have brought three multi-volume
editions of the Sherlock Holmes stories, with hundreds of footnotes providing new insights and new amusement. They have also seen
Holmes repeatedly on the amateur and professional stages, including a few Canadian productions. And there have been changes to
everything from copyright rules to libraries, booksellers and audio recordings.
Articulating Bodies investigates the contemporaneous developments of Victorian fiction and disability's medicalization by focusing on the
intersection between narrative form and body. The book examines texts from across the century, from Frederic Shoberl's 1833 English
translation of Victor Hugo's Notre-Dame de Paris to Arthur Conan Doyle's Sherlock Holmes story "The Adventure of the Crooked Man"
(1893), covering genres that typically relied upon disabled or diseased characters. By tracing the patterns of focalization and narrative
structure across six decades of the nineteenth century and across six genres, Articulating Bodies demonstrates that throughout the Victorian
era, authors of fiction used narrative form as well as narrative theme to negotiate how to categorize bodies, both constructing and questioning
the boundary dividing normalcy from abnormality. As fiction's form developed from the massive hybrid novels of the early decades of the
nineteenth century to the case-study length of fin-de-siècle mysteries, disability became increasingly medicalized, moving from the position of
spectacle to specimen.
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Understand the purpose and background of the new The Hebrew Bible: A Critical Edition project Our understanding of the textual
history of the Hebrew Bible has been transformed in the wake of the discovery of the Dead Sea Scrolls. Hendel explores and
refines this new knowledge and formulates a rationale for a new edition of the Hebrew Bible. The chapters situate The Hebrew
Bible; A Critical Edition project in a broad historical context, from the beginnings of textual criticism in late antiquity and the
Renaissance to the controversies in contemporary theory and practice. This book combines close analysis with broad synthesis,
yielding new perspectives on the text of the Hebrew Bible. Features Theory and practice of textual criticism Textual history of the
Hebrew Bible History of text-critical scholarship
The first book of its kind, The Disabled Detective explores representations of disability in crime fiction, from the earliest days of the
genre to contemporary television drama. Susannah B. Mintz examines detective heroes with such conditions as blindness,
deafness, paralysis, Asperger's, obsessive compulsive disorder, addiction, war trauma and many other impairments. Examining a
wide range of texts, from Arthur Conan Doyle's Sherlock Holmes stories and the works of Agatha Christie to contemporary crime
writers such as Jeffrey Deaver and Michael Collins and television dramas such as Monk, this book highlights how often characters
with disabilities have been the heroes of crime fiction and how rarely this has been discussed in contemporary criticism.
Undershaw was the Surrey home of Arthur Conan Doyle between 1897-1907. Built lovingly for his wife Touie to help treat her
ongoing battle with tuberculosis, Arthur created a haven for his wife and family. It was here he wrote The Hound of The
Baskervilles, brought Sherlock Holmes back to life in The Empty House, and entertained guests such as writer J.M. Barrie,
illustrator Sidney Paget, renowned actor William Gillette, and more. Welcome to Undershaw explores the early life of Arthur Conan
Doyle through to his departure from Undershaw. You will see he was a more than just the creator of Sherlock Holmes, Arthur
Conan Doyle was a man of adventure with a passion for chivalry and knights, theatre and politics, sports and travel.
There is nothing more tragic than a story left untold. At least that is what Sherlock Holmes thought. Through his urgings Doctor
Watson opens his tin dispatch box to recall a series of strange and grotesque events which consumed their daily lives in the early
months of 1899. Follow Holmes and Watson as they tackle an unusual case of hysteria, race through fires in Whitechapel, find
mystery and murder in a seaside village, and discover what strange game is afoot when an assault in the confines of 221b sends
Holmes and Watson racing against time towards a deadly and toxic end! One thing is certain, sometimes the most deadly villain is
their legacy. The Untold Adventures of Sherlock Holmes - Volume 2.
A dynamic investigation of processes of cultural reproduction – remaking and remodelling – which considers a wide range of film
adaptations, remakes and fan productions from various industrial, textual and critical perspectives.
London, 1888. Bodies are being removed from their graves and no one knows who is behind it or why. When a man is found
murdered at the scene of the most recent grave robbery Sherlock Holmes and Doctor Watson are brought in to shed much needed
light upon this grim scene. Join the great detective and his trusted colleague as they venture down the rabbit hole where what they
uncover can only be seen to be believed. A graphic novel.
There is nothing more tragic than a story left untold. At least that is what Sherlock Holmes thought. Through his urgings Doctor
Watson opens his tin dispatch box to recall a series of strange and grotesque events which consumed their daily lives in the early
months of 1899. Follow Holmes and Watson as they tackle an unusual case of hysteria, race through fires in Whitechapel, find
mystery and murder in a seaside village, and discover what strange game is afoot when an assault in the confines of 221b sends
Holmes and Watson racing against time towards a deadly and toxic end! One thing is certain, sometimes the most deadly villain is
their legacy.
Sherlock Holmes, the best-known detective (sorry, consulting detective) on earth, celebrates his one hundred and sixtieth birthday
on 6 January 2014. As a tribute to his genius, and to mark the occasion, The Holmes Sutra is presented (by a crazed fan) as: (a) a
compilation of one hundred and sixty mantras (aphorisms/slogans/sayings - call them what you will) - some original, some
canonical, some based on various print/media adaptations - aimed to make Sherlock Holmes (and his fans) smile, and (b) a test of
the readers' Holmes Mania Quotient (HMQ)- based on the resulting HMQ score, the particular condition/stage of Holmes Mania
would be determined, with possibilities of a cure. Happy birthday, Sherlock - this is your birthday gift; hope you like it.
Jack the Ripper was the slayer of at least five female victims in London's East End, but his legacy left many more victims in its
wake than he could have ever imagined. From the Royal Family and the British Government to the London Police and minority
groups, the list of ‘other’ victims that were created as a direct result of the Jack the Ripper murders goes on and on. Following the
success of their first book, the authors from The Whitechapel Society have compiled this ultimate force in Ripper research, in
which each group is looked at in detail. The authors are veteran Ripper chroniclers, familiar with the highways and byways of the
Ripper road map. They share the principle that in all the plethora of commentaries about the Whitechapel Murderer, there are
many categories of victim apart from the five women slain in the streets in the autumn of 1888.
Speculative modernists--that is, British and American writers of science fiction, fantasy and horror during the late 19th and early
20th centuries--successfully grappled with the same forces that would drive their better-known literary counterparts to existential
despair. Building on the ideas of the 19th-century Gothic and utopian movements, these speculative writers anticipated literary
Modernism and blazed alternative literary trails in science, religion, ecology and sociology. Such authors as H.G. Wells and H.P.
Lovecraft gained widespread recognition--budding from them, other speculative authors published fascinating tales of individuals
trapped in dystopias, of anti-society attitudes, post-apocalyptic worlds and the rapidly expanding knowledge of the limitless
universe. This book documents the Gothic and utopian roots of speculative fiction and explores how these authors played a crucial
role in shaping the culture of the new century with their darker, more evolved themes.
It has taken Liverpool almost half a century to come to terms with the musical, cultural and now economic legacy of the Beatles
and popular music. At times the group was negatively associated with sex and drugs images surrounding rock music: deemed
unacceptable by the city fathers, and unworthy of their support. Liverpudlian musicians believe that the musical legacy of the
Beatles can be a burden, especially when the British music industry continues to brand the latest (white) male group to emerge
from Liverpool as ’the next Beatles’. Furthermore, Liverpudlians of perhaps differing ethnicities find images of ’four white boys
with guitars and drums’ not only problematic in a ’musical roots’ sense, but for them culturally devoid of meaning and musically
generic. The musical and cultural legacy of the Beatles remains complex. In a post-industrial setting in which both popular and
traditional heritage tourism have emerged as providers of regular employment on Merseyside, major players in what might be
described as a Beatles music tourism industry have constructed new interpretations of the past and placed these in such an order
as to re-confirm, re-create and re-work the city as a symbolic place that both authentically and contextually represents the Beatles.
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Lizzie Borden took an axe, and gave her mother forty whacks. When she saw what she had done, she gave her father forty-one.
Or did she? Holmes and Watson, while in America find themselves face to face with Lizzie Borden when two fresh axe murders
rock Fall River society. Is Lizzie to blame?
In the year 1933 an elderly Dr John Watson is looking back over his life and his time spent with his brilliant friend and master of
deduction Sherlock Holmes. He writes in a letter to the reader that he has assembled a list of seven untold adventures that span
from his and Sherlock's early years until the time of Sherlock's retirement. Watson explains that he wishes to leave, not only his
family but the public with a final compilation of adventures that he and Sherlock shared while he is still able. In these seven stories
Holmes and Watson are caught in the middle of multiple Government Scandals (Acquitted Client & Diamond Jubilee) cold blooded
murders (Poisoned Affair & Saint Mary s Murder) and Terrorist groups (The Yellow Handkerchief). As well Holmes and Watson
come face to face the spirits of darkness (The Haunted Hotel) and in a story that works through over a decade of Holmes' cases,
we learn the truth about Watson's marital life and what happened to his wife Mary after Holmes' apparent death at Reichenbach
(The Solved Problem).
Includes an Introduction by Anne Perry and a New Afterword by Regina Barreca. Indisputably the greatest fictional detective of all
time, Sherlock Holmes lives on—in films, on television, and of course through Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s inimitable craft. These
twenty-two stories show Holmes at his brilliant best. THE ADVENTURE OF THE SPECKLED BAND A SCANDAL IN BOHEMIA
THE RED-HEADED LEAGUE THE ADVENTURE OF THE BLUE CARBUNCLE THE NAVAL TREATY THE FINAL PROBLEM
THE ADVENTURE OF THE DANCING MEN THE ADVENTURE OF THE COPPER BEECHES THE CROOKED MAN THE
RESIDENT PATIENT THE GREEK INTERPRETER THE ADVENTURE OF THE NORWOOD BUILDER THE ADVENTURE OF
THE SOLITARY CYCLIST THE ADVENTURE OF THE EMPTY HOUSE THE FIVE ORANGE PIPS THE BOSCOMBE VALLEY
MYSTERY THE ADVENTURE OF THE SIX NAPOLEONS THE ADVENTURE OF THE PRIORY SCHOOL THE MUSGRAVE
RITUAL THE MAN WITH THE TWISTED LIP THE ADVENTURE OF THE SECOND STAIN THE ADVENTURE OF THE ABBEY
GRANGE
This book highlights the unique history and cultural context of retranslation in Turkey, offering readers a survey of the diverse
range of fields, disciplines, and genres in which retranslation has assumed a central position. Further, it addresses largely
unexplored issues such as retranslation in Ottoman literature, paratextual positioning and marketing of retranslations, legal
retranslation, and retranslation in music. As such, it makes a valuable contribution to the growing body of research on retranslation
by placing special emphasis on non-literary translation, making the role of retranslation particularly visible in connection with
politics and philosophy in Turkey.
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle's Sherlock Holmes and Doctor Watson feature in three brand new and exciting adventures that you won't
want to miss. The Scarlet Thread of Murder: Three seemingly separate crimes, three detectives. A mysterious stalker is on the
loose in London known only as the Goblin Man and his sights are set on a wealthy businessman, David Daniels. A horrific
explosion rips through Whitechapel Underground Station and the prime suspect is a Jewish anarchist. And a Mrs Clara Edwards is
searching for her missing lover, Philias Jackson. What connects these three? It’s a dangerous and complex game that links
Sherlock Holmes, Investigator Martin Hewitt, and former Ripper investigator and head of H Division Edmund Reid. A Scandal in
America: In 1888 Mr Sherlock Holmes was beat by Irene Adler aka the Woman. After her marriage to Godfrey Norton she left
London. Two years later her husband is found dead in his New York office, apparently having committed suicide. Irene Adler
believes it to be staged, unable to accept Norton capable of such an end. There is one person, if any, who she can turned to:
Sherlock Holmes. Holmes and Watson are headed to America where they must dive into the mysterious life of Godfrey Norton to
learn how and why he died. No one is ready for what they learn. The Allegro Mystery: Someone lurks in the shadows and is
sending mysterious and haunting letters to the beautiful ballerina, Mademoiselle Dipin. Believing her life to be endangered by a
ghost from her past, she bursts into the study of 221b to plead with Sherlock Holmes for aid. Can Sherlock Holmes and Doctor
Watson find and expose her ghost before something terrible happens to their client? The game is afoot.

From the fertile crescent to the far east, the great adventures of Holmes and Watson during the three-year gap between
Holmes's "death" and his dramatic return. What exactly happened during Sherlock Holmes's “great hiatus” after his
supposed death and triumphant return three years later? Riccardi images his travels in Europe and Asia during those
years in nine original short stories set in places as far flung as Sumatra and Tibet. Given the uncertain grip of the British
empire over its colonies, the murders and other mayhem Holmes confronts often have potentially grave political
repercussions. Filled with local color and Holmes’ signature wit and logic, Sherlockians the world over will relish this
missing chapter in the life of the world’s greatest detective.
Few could have predicted the enduring fascination with the legendary detective Sherlock Holmes. From the stories of Sir
Arthur Conan Doyle to the recent BBC series that has made a heartthrob out of Benedict Cumberbatch, the sleuth has
been much a part of the British and global cultural legacy from the moment of his first appearance in 1887. The
contributors to this book discuss the ways in which various fan cultures have sprung up around the stories and how they
have proved to be a strong cultural paradigm for the ways in which phenomena functions in the twentieth and twenty-first
centuries. Essays explore the numerous adaptations, rewritings, rip-offs, role-playing, wiki and crowdsourced texts,
virtual realities, and faux scholarship Sherlock Holmes has inspired. Though fervid fan behavior is often mischaracterized
as a modern phenomenon, the historical roots of fan manifestations that have been largely forgotten are revived in this
thrilling book. Complete with interviews with writers who have famously brought the character of Holmes back to life, the
collection benefits from the vast knowledge of its contributors, including academics who teach in the field, archivists, and
a number of writers who have been involved in the enactment of Holmes stories on stage, screen, and radio. The release
of Fan Phenomena: Sherlock Holmes coincides with Holmes’s 160th birthday, so it is no mystery that it will make a
welcome addition to the burgeoning scholarship on this timeless detective.
William Burns is best known as 'America's Sherlock Holmes' and was director of the FBI, shortly before J. Edgar Hoover.
But before he became director, Burns had a long, highly publicized career as a detective for the Secret Service, then led
the famed Burns International Detective Agency, which competed with his rival, the Pinkerton Detective Agency.
A DARK PAST It is 1894, and Sherlock Holmes is called to a Covent Garden art gallery where dozens of patrons lie dead
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before a painting of the Undying Man. Holmes and Watson are soon on the trail of a mysterious figure in black, whose
astounding speed and agility make capture impossible. The same suspect is then implicated in another murder, when the
servant of a visiting Russian grand duke is found terribly mutilated in a notorious slum. But what links the two crimes, and
do they have anything to do with the suicide of an unpopular schoolteacher at a remote boarding school? So begins a
case that will reveal the dark shadows that past misdeeds can cast, and test the companions to their limits...
Ilmari Soisalon-Soininen (1917–2002) was a Finnish Septuagint scholar and the father of the translation-technical method
in studying the nature of translations. The present volume upholds his work with studies related to the syntax of the
Septuagint. It is impossible to describe the syntax of the Septuagint without researching the translation technique
employed by the translators of the different biblical books; the characteristics of both the Hebrew and Greek languages
need to be taken into consideration. The topics in this volume include translation-technical methodology; case studies
concerning the use of the definite article, preverbs, segmentation, the middle voice, and the translations of Hebrew stems
in the Pentateuch; selected syntactical features in Isaiah and Jeremiah; the connection between the study of syntax and
textual criticism, especially in Judges; and lexical distinction between near-synonymous words. The volume concludes
with six articles by Soisalon-Soininen, originally written in German and translated into English. These studies pertain to
the use of the genitive absolute, renderings of the Hebrew construct state and the personal pronoun, interchangeability of
prepositions, segmentation, and Hebraisms. These articles have lasting value as analyses of significant translationsyntactic phenomena and, together with Soisalon-Soininen’s monographs, they crystallize his translation-technical
method. The volume paves way to a description of the syntax of the Septuagint that does justice to its nature as a
translation.
Following the success of the earlier volume, The Baker Street Case-Files, we have another collection of previously
unknown Holmes and Watson tales that will excite the interests of readers across the globe - The Baker Street Legacy. A
decade before his death, Dr Watson let it be known that with his passing he wished his nephew, Christopher Henry
Watson MD, to be the executor of his will and guardian of all his personal and pecuniary affairs. One of the tasks he
sanctioned was that his nephew should use his discretion in selecting for publication some of the three dozen or so cases
involving Holmes and Watson which had not already seen the light of day. The eight stories in this volume are more
overlooked gems. The first in the collection, A Day at the Races, is set in 1880, before Dr Watson had become the chief
chronicler of the Great Detective’s work. The French Affair is a fascinating tale set in that period beyond 1891 when the
world was led to believe that Holmes had died at the Reichenbach Falls grappling with the villainous Professor Moriarty.
From the allure of The Fashionably-Dressed Girl to the operation of The Influence Machine, there is, as always, much to
entertain and enthral us. As before, all of these tales are designed to contribute in some small part to the lasting memory
of two extraordinary men who once occupied that setting we have come to know and love as 221B Baker Street. Once
again, ‘The game is afoot!’
Why were the Victorians more fascinated with secrecy than people of other periods? What is the function of secrets in
Victorian fiction and in the society depicted, how does it differ from that of other periods, and how did readers of Victorian
fiction respond to the secrecy they encountered? These are some of the questions Leila May poses in her study of the
dynamics of secrecy and disclosure in fiction from Queen Victoria's coronation to the century's end. May argues that the
works of writers such as Charlotte Brontë, William Makepeace Thackeray, Mary Elizabeth Braddon, Edward BulwerLytton, and Arthur Conan Doyle reflect a distinctly Victorian obsession with the veiling and unveiling of information. She
argues that there are two opposing vectors in Victorian culture concerning secrecy and subjectivity, one presupposing a
form of radical Cartesian selfhood always remaining a secret to other selves and another showing that nothing can be
hidden from the trained eye. (May calls the relation between these clashing tendencies the "dialectics" of secrecy and
disclosure.) May's theories of secrecy and disclosure are informed by the work of twentieth-century social scientists. She
emphasizes Georg Simmel's thesis that sociality and subjectivity are impossible without secrecy and Erving Goffman's
claim that sociality can be understood in terms of performativity, "the presentation of the self in everyday life," and his
revelation that performance always involves disguise, hence secrecy. May's study offers convincing evidence that
secrecy and duplicity, in contrast to the Victorian period's emphasis on honesty and earnestness, emerged in response to
the social pressures of class, gender, monarchy, and empire, and were key factors in producing both the subjectivity and
the sociality that we now recognize as Victorian.
While research on autism has sometimes focused on special talents or abilities, autism is typically characterized as
impoverished or defective when it comes to language. Autistic Disturbances reveals the ways interpreters have failed to
register the real creative valence of autistic language and offers a theoretical framework for understanding the distinctive
aesthetics of autistic rhetoric and semiotics. Reinterpreting characteristic autistic verbal practices such as repetition in the
context of a more widely respected literary canon, Julia Miele Rodas argues that autistic language is actually an essential
part of mainstream literary aesthetics, visible in poetry by Walt Whitman and Gertrude Stein, in novels by Charlotte
Brontë and Daniel Defoe, in life writing by Andy Warhol, and even in writing by figures from popular culture. Autistic
Disturbances pursues these resonances and explores the tensions of language and culture that lead to the classification
of some verbal expression as disordered while other, similar expression enjoys prized status as literature. It identifies the
most characteristic patterns of autistic expression-repetition, monologue, ejaculation, verbal ordering or list-making, and
neologism-and adopts new language to describe and reimagine these categories in aesthetically productive terms. In so
doing, the book seeks to redress the place of verbal autistic language, to argue for the value and complexity of autistic
ways of speaking, and to invite recognition of an obscured tradition of literary autism at the very center of Anglo-American
text culture.
Jacobus Cornelius Kapteyn (1851-1922) of the University of Groningen was one of the foremost astronomers of his time,
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resulting in a leading role internationally of Dutch astronomy throughout the twentieth century. This volume, which is the
proceedings of a special `legacy' symposium at the celebration of the 385th anniversary of the University of Groningen,
addresses Kapteyn's influence on the development of modern astronomy through studies of his pioneering work on
statistical astronomy and the Structure of the Sidereal System, and his leadership in establishing international
collaborations, in particular the Plan of Selected Areas. In addition to historical studies related to Kapteyn's person, work,
international collaborations and organisational efforts, the volume discusses the influence of Kapteyn on the
internationalisation of astronomy and on contemporary astronomy. It also provides an inventory of Kapteyn's
correspondence.
With close to 15,000 entries, this bibliography is the most comprehensive guide to published writing in the tradition of Leo
Strauss, who lived from 1899 to 1973 and was one of the most influential political philosophers of the twentieth century.
John A. Murley provides Strauss's own complete bibliography and identifies the work of hundreds of Strauss's students
and their students' students. Leo Strauss and His Legacy charts the path of influence of a beloved teacher and mentor, a
deep and lasting heritage that permeates the classroom of the twenty-first century. Each new generation of students of
political philosophy will find this bibliography an indispensable resource.
This book aims to establish the position of the sidekick character in the crime and detective fiction literary genres. It reevaluates the traditional view that the sidekick character in these genres is often overlooked as having a small, generic or
singular role—either to act as the foil to the detective in order to accentuate their own abilities at solving crimes, or else to
simply tell the story to the reader. Instead, essays in the collection explore the representations and functions of the
detective’s sidekick across a range of forms and subgenres of crime fiction. By incorporating forms such as children’s
detective fiction, comics and graphic novels and film and television alongside the more traditional fare of novels and short
stories, this book aims to break down the boundaries that sometimes exist between these forms, using the sidekick as a
defining thread to link them together into a wider conceptual argument that covers a broad range of crime narratives.
The mysterious death of Irene Adler's bees leads to a consultation with Sherlock Holmes and the discovery of a sinister
connection to a case many years in the past. When this threat imperils the safety of everyone the detective holds dear,
he and The Woman are forced to use every ounce of their ingenuity to save their friends.
Sherlock Holmes Studies in Legacy
A century after ‘On Denoting’ was published, the debate it initiated continues to rage. On the one hand, there is a mass
of new historical scholarship, about both Russell and Meinong, which has not circulated very far beyond specialist
scholars. On the other hand, there are continuing problems and controversies concerning contemporary Russellian and
Meinongian theories, many of them involving issues that simply did not occur to the original protagonists. This work
provides an overview of the latest historical scholarship on the two philosophers as well as detailed accounts of some of
the problems facing the current incarnations of their theories.
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